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The material in this Resource Booklet relates to the questions in Section B of the Question Paper.
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SECTION B – Exploring language in context

Text A

Text A is a page from a website called ‘Startups’, which is aimed at people who want to start their own 
business. The page below is from a series of profiles about young entrepreneurs which appeared on 
the website.

Home > How they started > Young entrepreneurs

Young Entrepreneurs: Ben Towers,
Towers Design
At 16, Towers employs 15 people and is set to achieve half a million turnover. 
With plans underway for a second business – this tech whizkid is one to watch

by Megan Dunsby     Updated: Mar 19, 2015 Published: Mar 18, 2015

Arthur Kay Billy Woodward

Name: Ben Towers
Company: Towers Design
Age: 16
Website: www.towersdesign.co.uk

ESSENTIAL BUSINESS START UP TOOLS

Apply for a loan to start a business
Claim a free accountancy consultation
Check your ideal company name is available
99 business credit reports for £99
Test your business idea now
Build your business website
Get your ‘Oyster card for office space’
Looking to crowdfund? Start here
Keep on top of invoices from day 1
Get a custom designed business logo
Planning to take card payments? Start here
Get a better energy deal for your business
Get a low cost business bank account
Trading overseas? Get a currency quote here

Need free advice?

Get tips, guides and inspiration to start a business!

PLUS a FREE ebook of advice from Startups.co.uk 
founder David Lester to say thanks for joining!

Your email *

What advice are you looking for? *
I’m looking for help pre-starting

What industry are you in? (optional)

 I’d benefit from advice on running a 
business from your sister site is4profit.com

 I’d also benefit from information from 
other companies to help me start

Join Startups
Why not sign up for commenting and forum access?

Ben Towers puts most business owners to shame, and that’s not hyperbole.

At just 16, he has built a profitable digital media agency with impressive turnover and has a team 
of 15 people working for him, although ironically he’s not even old enough to hire people so has to 
have them as freelancers or interns.

Towers founded the Kent-based company in September 2011, aged 13, after working as a 
freelance web designer for two years and dealing with several requests from family friends who 
would give him £50 to create a website. Realising the potential for monetisation, Towers scaled 
his web design service into a full-scale, multi-channel offering which helps “forward-thinking” 
small and medium businesses to succeed online on a budget.

˄˅
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Although Towers admits his age has sometimes held him back – he has lost large contracts in 
the past due to misconceptions that young people “don’t know what they’re doing” – it’s very clear 
that the opposite is in fact true for Towers, with company turnover set to hit £500,000 in 2015. 

Towers’ entrepreneurial pursuits don’t stop there. While his peers might be considering plans 
for college, the teenage businessman is currently raising a six-figure funding round for his next 
venture Social Marley. The tool is a social media dashboard for businesses to manage a range of 
social accounts and will be launching later this year.

A finalist in the prestigious Startups Awards 2014, Towers has attracted over 500 clients to date 
which ranges from fast-growth start-ups such as Mallow and Marsh to Britain’s Got Talent finalists. 
He also has support from leading industry bodies The Federation of Small Business (FSB) and 
the Young Entrepreneur Networking Association (YENA) which he acts as ambassadors for.

With a vision to become the CEO of a “collection of businesses that will help other entrepreneurs 
to find their own success”, Mark Zuckerberg had better watch out…
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SECTION B – Exploring language in context

Text B

Text B is a column in The Times newspaper called ‘Thunderer’, in which different writers can express 
their annoyance about something. Here, Alexandra Frean, the newspaper’s United States business 
editor, writes about a new email tool, aimed at women, which highlights where they have used 
‘disempowering’ (weak) language in their emails.
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